
antifungal properties. Wonderfully creamy 
in texture and taste.

Organic, naturally 
dried fruit
A natural sweetener full of  vitamins, 
minerals, and dietary fibre. Soak in 
filtered water to rehydrate before eating 
or blending. Can be high in glucose and 
calories so best eaten in moderation.

Stevia
This sweetener enhancer is most effective 
when used with a natural source of  
sugar to boost the sweetness without 
increasing glucose levels or calories. When 
purchasing stevia, be aware that the higher 
the purity, the sweeter the taste and the 
less bitter the product is. You may have to 
pay more but it will last longer and taste 
much better. Enables us to reduce the 
amount of  other sweeteners we use.

In essence it all comes down to personal 
choice. If  you want to include sweeteners 
in your food, choose something natural 
that works best for you and be mindful 
about how much you consume. Instead of  
trying to work out which sweetener is the 
healthiest, maybe a more fitting question to 
ask of  ourselves is how often we reach for 
something sweet and are we able to leave 
it alone for a while?

With all that in mind there is a balance to 
be found between what’s good for us and 
what tastes good. I love eating and sharing 
good food, especially raw cake and 
chocolate. My company, Rawsome, was 
developed in response to that exact need 
and I am delighted to be able to share 
some of  my favourite recipes with you.

An incredibly satisfying element of  my 
life is the making and sharing of  nutrient-
dense raw cakes and chocolate. I love to 
create desserts that look good, hopefully 
taste as good, and also leave us feeling 
good after we’ve eaten them. The cakes I 
make are completely unique and tailor-
made for my customers to suit different 
dietary requirements and occasions. For 
me, cakes represent a time of  enjoyment, 
indulgence and celebration, whether 
they are raw or cooked cakes. I’m not 
about to tell you that raw cakes are the 
healthier choice as it really depends on 
the ingredients you use and the quantity 
you consume, but we can certainly make 
more informed choices about the sweet 
foods we eat.

Raw desserts are often a pleasant 
introduction to anyone new to raw foods. 
How exciting to discover that eating more 
raw food isn’t limited to smoothies and 
salads and we can also enjoy nutrient-
dense cakes free from gluten, pasteurised 

dairy and refined sugars. Without giving 
a second thought to our eating habits, 
we can easily find we’ve switched to a 
predominantly raw version of  our previous 
diet replacing our favourite cooked meals 
with raw alternatives. Whilst we may 
be choosing options free from overly 
processed foods, it would be prudent to 
make sure we’re not overloading our diet 
with nuts, concentrated sweeteners, and 
dehydrated foods.

So when making raw cake and 
chocolate what are the alternative 
sweeteners we can choose from? These 
options are some of  the most natural and 
nutritious available:

Organic raw coconut
sugar/nectar
A nutritious sugar made from coconut 
tree sap, rating low GI and more 
environmentally friendly than the 
production of  sugarcane. A rich source 
of  potassium, magnesium, zinc, iron 
and B vitamins and can be bought as a 
syrup or in crystals. The lighter syrup has 
a beautiful delicate flavour, the darker 
nectar resembles maple syrup, and the 
coconut crystals can easily replace sugar 
in both cooked and raw dessert recipes.

Raw honey
Raw unpasteurised honey is relatively 
high in glucose and natural fructose 
but is packed full of  nutrients, enzymes, 
and antioxidants. It also has antibiotic, 
antibacterial and antimicrobial properties.

Lucuma
A low GI fruit native to South America; 
rich in antioxidants, B vitamins and iron. It 
has natural antibiotic, antimicrobial, and 

Our selection of autumnal 
recipes wouldn’t be complete 
without a few sweet treats. 
But with bucketfuls of nasty 
Halloween junk hanging 
around at this time of year, 
we’re so grateful to Anna 
Middleton for giving us the 
lowdown on raw ingredient 
options and for her naturally 
decadent alternatives. Trick 
or treat? We choose treat 
every time!

Sweet Choices
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!ou "ill need...
For the base:
100g coconut flakes
100g almonds (soaked and dehydrated)
100g walnuts
50g shelled hemp seeds
50g coconut sugar
15g algarroba
20g coconut oil

For the chocolate layer:
50g cacao butter (melted)
20g cacao powder (melted)
5g coconut oil
20g coconut nectar
5 drops vanilla extract

For the caramel layer:
80g nuts or seeds (cashews are creamy 
and work well – or if  you want something 
more nutritious with an earthy taste use 
shelled hemp seeds)
50ml water
30g coconut sugar (or use half  this 
amount and top up with 8 drops of  stevia)
60g dates
15g cacao butter (melted)
1 tsp phospholec (lecithin) – this helps 
break down the fat and gives a creamy 
texture
1 tsp fo-ti root (optional)

Coconut caramel slice
METHODMMMMMMMEMMM TMMEEEME HTM TTETEETTE HHHHOHHT OT OT ODDDDODDMETHTHEMEM T ODEE DMMMMETMMM TTM DHE OEMMM HTTTE HETTMM HE HEE ODMMMMM HOTM DHTE DMEMM TTH DEETE DETMMM OM HEEMM HTTMM TTE H DOM ODHMMEMMMMM TT OEEMMMMM HMMM OEEE OTTHEEEE HHM T OM OME OOM TTMMM TT DDDEETM OETTT ODOMM THHHOTHTHHTTHHE ODETHT DM HHHEMMM OOMMEEE OEMMM DDDDOHOOOOOHODDOOHHOH DOH DOHHHOEETHHOHEE DOHHHHHHHE DDHHHH DHHHMEEEEETTTTTTEEEEETTMM HMMMEMM TMETTEMMMM DHOHHHEM OH

- Blend all 
ingredients for 
base in your 
food processor, 
adding the 
coconut last and 
then press into a tray.

- For the caramel layer – grind nuts or 
seeds of  choice until fine powder, 
add remaining ingredients and blitz 
until creamy and smooth. Pour over 
the base.

- Place all the chocolate layer 
ingredients in a bowl and whisk 
until blended. Pour over the caramel 
layer.

- Place in the fridge for few hours 
then slice into 16 pieces.
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Creamy blackcurrant and chocolate torte 
(NUT-FREE and low GI)
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!ou "ill need...
For the base:
30g sunflower seeds (soaked and dehydrated)
20g cacao nibs
10g raw coconut sugar 
5g algarroba 
10g coconut oil

For the torte:
50g shelled hemp seeds 
30g sesame seeds
50ml filtered water
100g blackcurrants (keep 10g to one side to stir into cake 
mix)
50g avocado
1 tsp lecithin
10g lucuma
30g cacao powder
50g coconut nectar
30g coconut oil (melted)
10 drops chocolate stevia
5 drops dark cherry medicine flower extract

For the chocolate topping:
40g cacao butter (melted at low temperature)
10g coconut oil (melted at low temperature)
15g cacao powder
5g lucuma 
10g coconut nectar 
5 drops vanilla stevia

!ou "ill need...
150g frozen bananas (approx 2 bananas)
20g raw honey
1 tsp vanilla powder (or 5 drops of  extract)
5g lucuma
10g coconut oil (melted)
1 tsp phospholec (lecithin) – blends fat together and gives 
creamy texture
1 tsp ginseng (or your favourite superfood) – optionalMETHODMMMMMMMEMMM TMMEEEME HTM TTETEETTE HHHHOHHT OT OT ODDDDODDMETHTHEMEM T ODEE DMMMMETMMM TTM DHE OEMMM HTTTE HETTMM HE HEE ODMMMMM HOTM DHTE DMEMM TTH DEETE DETMMM OM HEEMM HTTMM TTE H DOM ODHMMEMMMMM TT OEEMMMMM HMMM OEEE OTTHEEEE HHM T OM OME OOM TTMMM TT DDDEETM OETTT ODOMM THHHOTHTHHTTHHE ODETHT DM HHHEMMM OOMMEEE OEMMM DDDDOHOOOOOHODDOOHHOH DOH DOHHHOEETHHOHEE DOHHHHHHHE DDHHHH DHHHMEEEEETTTTTTEEEEETTMM HMMMEMM TMETTEMMMM DHOHHHEM OH

METHODMMMMMMMEMMM TMMEEEME HTM TTETEETTE HHHHOHHT OT OT ODDDDODDMETHTHEMEM T ODEE DMMMMETMMM TTM DHE OEMMM HTTTE HETTMM HE HEE ODMMMMM HOTM DHTE DMEMM TTH DEETE DETMMM OM HEEMM HTTMM TTE H DOM ODHMMEMMMMM TT OEEMMMMM HMMM OEEE OTTHEEEE HHM T OM OME OOM TTMMM TT DDDEETM OETTT ODOMM THHHOTHTHHTTHHE ODETHT DM HHHEMMM OOMMEEE OEMMM DDDDOHOOOOOHODDOOHHOH DOH DOHHHOEETHHOHEE DOHHHHHHHE DDHHHH DHHHMEEEEETTTTTTEEEEETTMM HMMMEMM TMETTEMMMM DHOHHHEM OH

- Blend all the ingredients for the 
base (apart from coconut oil) in 
a high-powered blender then stir 
in coconut oil and press into 4in 
cake tin.

- To make the torte, finely grind 
the seeds then add the remaining ingredients. 
Blend until smooth then stir in 10g of  blackcurrants. 
Spread on top of  base.

- To make the chocolate, place all ingredients in a bowl 
and mix together with a whisk – pour a little out into 
two heart-shaped chocolate moulds and pop in freezer 
until set. Pour chocolate over cake and decorate with 
hearts and dried roses.

- Blend all the ingredients together 
in a high-powdered blender.

- Pour into small ramekins.
- Place in freezer until needed.

Banana coconut 
ice cream
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